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Tactile reliefs offer many benefits over the more classic raised line drawings or tactile diagrams, as depth, 3D
shape, and surface textures are directly perceivable. Although often created for blind and visually impaired
(BVI) people, a wider range of people may benefit from such multimodal material. However, some reliefs
are still difficult to understand without proper guidance or accompanying verbal descriptions, hindering
autonomous exploration.
In this work, we present a gesture-controlled interactive audio guide (IAG) based on recent low-cost depth
cameras that can be operated directly with the hands on relief surfaces during tactile exploration. The interactively explorable, location-dependent verbal and captioned descriptions promise rapid tactile accessibility
to 2.5D spatial information in a home or education setting, to online resources, or as a kiosk installation at
public places.
We present a working prototype, discuss design decisions, and present the results of two evaluation studies:
the first with 13 BVI test users and the second follow-up study with 14 test users across a wide range of people
with differences and difficulties associated with perception, memory, cognition, and communication. The
participant-led research method of this latter study prompted new, significant and innovative developments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Multi-modal learning materials—tactile, auditory and visual—are widely used among those with
a range of learning, sensory, and cognitive impairments to help them understand graphic content
that is otherwise difficult to convey. For instance, blind and visually impaired (BVI) visitors traditionally explore museums using audio guides, live audio described tours, large-print guides, Braille
gallery guides, Braille captions, and touch objects. Tactile objects may be categorized according to
the taxonomy in [44] into:
• two-dimensional (2D) objects [1, 13], such as tactile diagrams, line drawings or plans – e.g.,
on embossed paper, swell paper, and increasingly also with vibro-tactile cues [26, 38];
• fully 3D objects [39, 44, 52, 57], such as anatomical models, 3D-printed reproductions, or
everyday objects; and
• the 2.5D realm in-between, i.e., “height fields, [or relief] surfaces that can be represented by
a function z = f (x, y), giving every point above a plane a single height value” [44].
The last group, tactile relief, is especially useful in increasing access to the visual arts of images,
photos, and paintings, as it keeps the connection to the two-dimensional original1 , while the plasticity of the added height makes it easier to recognize by touch. Depicted shapes can be geometrically formed in bas-relief and painted textures can be made tactile as surface variations. The
importance of this technique is demonstrated by the increasing number of art shows all over the
world incorporating tactile reliefs2 and technical developments [15, 16, 43] in order to create such
reliefs.
Though primarily created for BVI people, kinesthetic learning has been found to be important
for people who struggle with logical and analytical thinking, such as those with learning and cognitive differences and disabilities. In addition, such multisensory material can benefit everyone
[29]. This becomes obvious when we observe general visitors approaching tactile pieces in a museum: even though these were primarily made for BVI people, many visitors touch them, enjoy
them, and probably spend more time and connect deeper than with conventional exhibits. The
more sensory modes that are offered, the more people are targeted. Consequently, we can do better than just offering additional pieces for the tactile sense, especially for those who cannot fully
perceive or understand the originals.
While tactile material is good at conveying spatial cues, many aspects are difficult to mediate by
touch alone. As stressed throughout the literature (e.g., [14]), verbal description is a very important
1 By

precisely recreating the painting in relief, it is pixel by pixel the same when viewed from above, which cannot be
achieved in full 3D works in which backs and sides would need to be “hallucinated” and the overall impression would
significantly change.
2 Examples for art shows that incorporated tactile reliefs include The “Museo Tattile di Pittura Antica e Moderna Anteros”
of the Istituto F. Cavazza in Bolognia [20] (http://www.cavazza.it/?q=node/315); Irish Museum of Modern Art: “Altered Images,” 2010 (http://topografik.co.uk/altered-images-index); Berlinische Galerie: “Wien Berlin,” 2014 [6]; Prado: “Touching
the Prado,” 2015 (https://www.museodelprado.es/en/whats-on/exhibition/touching-the-prado/29c8c453-ac66-4102-88bde6e1d5036ffa); Canadian Museum for Human Rights: “Sight Unseen,” 2016 (https://humanrights.ca/exhibit/sight-unseen).
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part, especially for artwork. A painting is typically composed of several parts, all with their own
appearance, colors, and properties, and with relationships to each other. All of this is hard to encode
into a single tactile image but can easily be described verbally.
On the other hand, a single monolithic audio script, e.g., as present in most museum audio
guides, may not be satisfactory either. While most people appreciate a top-level introduction to
orient themselves, detailed descriptions are better delivered on demand. Individuals are likely to be
interested in different details and thus prefer to request information when they reach an interesting
region, rather than receiving it in a predefined order and having to locate the right part of the relief.
With these current limitations in mind, we focused on developing a gesture-based interactive
audio guide and potentially a multimedia guide. We envision it as an extensible system capable of
enriching tactile objects with autonomously navigable information in a variety of sensory forms,
thus enabling more people to experience objects that are at present inaccessible to them.
1.1 Requirements
The aim of this work is to create a system that enables people with a wide range of access needs
to explore tactile materials in a more autonomous way. We are keen to engage as many of the
sensory channels as possible in order to make it accessible for the greatest number of people.
Though this work originally stems from design responses to the very specific needs of BVI people,
our aim has evolved into a general one of universal design and access for everyone. Tactile and
multisensory experiences increase the engagement and learning of everyone, not just those with
specific access needs.
Motivated by project partners, our approach is mainly targeted at a museum setting with tactile
reliefs of paintings, but the results may readily be used in a wider context: for instance, in schools or
at home. This approach would work not only with paintings but with all kinds of flat objects, tactile
diagrams, and to a certain extent three-dimensional objects, although currently only from a single
side. We therefore envision a largely self-contained system in the form of a kiosk or installation
that fits into a museum space. In order to keep the system maintainable, it should run on off-theshelf, easily exchangeable, low-cost hardware. Custom software algorithms should not depend on
specialized hardware to simplify adaptation to different architectures. The same setup should be
usable with several tactile objects, one at a time. The content for each object should be easily
adaptable, flexible enough to add and change interaction locations, descriptions, and interaction
modes. The interface should be simple, easy to use, self-explanatory, and robust to a wide variety
of users. Although the first prototype was targeted at BVI people, according to a design-for-all
philosophy, the system has potential for children, older people, those with cognitive and learning
impairments, and the general audience, possibly all interacting with different sensory modes.
Based on our original discussions with BVI people and reinforced by wider testing across the
access needs spectrum, the main goal of our system is to allow users an undisturbed exploration,
without unwanted explanations and with precise control over when to get information and what
that information regards. The user should be able to explore the relief with one or both hands
without triggering unwanted (audio) content and avoid Midas touch effects [22, p. 156]. This means
that only very distinct gestures should trigger (especially) audio comments, gestures that normally
do not occur during tactile exploration and that can reliably be detected. This is in contrast to
systems with embedded sensors (see Section 2), that are triggered by any kind of touch, whether
intentional or not.
1.2

Contributions Beyond the Conference Version

This work is an extended version of a paper presented at the ASSETS’16 conference [42].
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The original version was mainly focused on people who are blind or visually impaired. Comments and observations during test sessions and public presentations made it clear that people
with other access needs, and even those without access needs, might benefit from such a system.
To this end, we carried out a second test study with participants across a wide range of access needs
relating to sensory, learning, and cognitive impairments to test the wider applicability of the IAG.
This study was divided into two testing sessions so that immediate changes could be made based
on the feedback from the first session and tested in the second. The initial results of this second
study, along with a broader view and analysis of the topic, are included here. We used a different,
participant-led, research method [3, 45, 53] in the second study to better test the potentials and
limits of the IAG and to gain a deeper insight. This approach led to immediate developments in
the IAG and opened up new channels along which the IAG can now evolve.
In addition, we switched from the ad-hoc setup, using a tripod mounted camera, to a more
professional and museum-ready setup based on the HP Sprout workstation. We discuss its possible
benefits and required changes to the algorithms to cope with the different camera placement.
Other additions include new audio-visual cues to help users in performing the correct gestures,
first results of an automatic relief detection and calibration method, and more details on the tactile
relief creation process.
2 RELATED WORK
A large body of work concentrates on augmentation of 2D graphics. The Talking Tactile Tablet [28]
and ViewPlus’s IVEO [18] detects touch gestures on tactile diagrams put on a high-resolution touch
pad. This technology clearly cannot be directly used with relief surfaces of significant height.
This problem is circumvented—e.g., in LucentMaps [19]—by including conductive elements and
by Taylor et al. [50] by using conductive filaments, both for 3D prints of maps so that touch information is transmitted down to a touch screen of mobile devices. This, however, narrows the
possible materials and limits the size to available touch screens.
Several projects utilize color cameras to track the user’s fingertips: Access Lens [23] recognizes
and reads texts on documents pointed to by a finger. The Tactile Graphics Helper [17] plays prerecorded audio when the finger is over predefined labels and is triggered by voice commands.
Tactile Graphics with a Voice [2] is an app for smartphones and Google Glass that reads labels
indicated by QR codes. Similar in spirit is the commercial product ORCam3 , a glasses-mounted
camera, that detects text touched by a single extended, upward-facing finger, and reads this text
using OCR technology. THATS4 uses a silhouette-based hand detection and gesture recognition
approach to detect single-finger pointing gestures in a mobile device’s camera stream in order
to trigger prerecorded location-based audio on tactile prints that are augmented with tracking
patterns. The current prototype only works with a single map with three widely spaced active
areas, and the tracking patterns in the four corners must not be covered with the hands. Finally,
Kin’touch [7] studies the combination of optical finger tracking and touch events from a capacitive multitouch screen. While these approaches focus on 2D documents, some could probably be
extended to the third dimension. However, most require labels that we want to avoid and tracking
based on color alone is error prone, as it is dependent on skin color, background color, and lighting
conditions.

3 ORCam’s

product website is at http://www.orcam.com and an evaluation study was recently published [32].

4 THATS (Touch & Hear Assistive Teaching System) is a free app project for mobile devices currently available as a prototype

for IOS at http://thats.wiki/.
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Talking Pen Devices5 detect barely visible printed patterns and take a somewhat special role:
although originally intended for printed documents, they are usable on 3D objects by applying
stickers with the detectable pattern. However, stickers affect the tactile quality and wear off.
Several full 3D approaches are based on devices integrated into the tactile object. For instance,
Tooteko [10] integrates NFC Tags in 3D models, which are read by a wearable NFC reader. Digital
Touch replicas [55] have touch sensors integrated at interesting locations. Most recently, 3DPhotoWorks6 managed to print the color images directly on the relief surfaces [37] and integrated
touch-sensitive infrared (IR) sensors into its reliefs. While this is a robust solution for a museum
setting, these approaches are less flexible. Once placed, trigger regions can no longer be changed
and probably cannot be reused on other objects. Only discrete trigger locations are possible and
interaction modes that require fine-grained touch positions are not possible. Furthermore, the sensors react to any kind of touch, which conflicts with tactile examination by BVI people (see Midas
touch).
As an alternative, 3D scanners can be used as input devices. For example, the SandScape project
[40] allows the user to model a relief in sand, which is scanned in short intervals, interpreted
as terrain, and simulation data is then projected onto the sand. However, the input here was more
the changing sand surface than the user’s hand. Probably for the first time, Wilson [54] introduced
the concept of using a depth camera as a touch sensor on nonflat surfaces. CamIO [47] extended the
concept to touch interaction on 3D objects targeted at blind users. A proof of concept implementation was given with at least two different labels on an object, which could even be rotated. Magic
Touch [48] offers a similar installation but works with a standard color camera. 3D objects can be
freely rotated and are tracked by a cube with trackable markers attached to the object, and singlefinger pointing events are inferred from the finger colored with tape. At least a few regions can be
labeled per object. The approach that is probably the most similar is a feasibility study [8], which
uses a Microsoft Kinect with the CVRL FORTH Hand Tracker [36] to trigger audio by touch events
of the right index finger’s tip on tactile reliefs. Little is reported about real-world experiences by
the target group. Only the limited robustness of the tracking system is mentioned.
In contrast, our system is built around a custom hand-detection algorithm that is very stable, as
it works independently on each frame. A carefully selected set of gestures already allows multiple
actions and was evaluated in a user study. The theoretical concept of our system was first presented
in [41] and includes a review of current depth sensors.
3

INTERACTIVE AUDIO GUIDE (IAG)

The gesture-controlled IAG consists of a depth camera (currently an Intel RealSense F200) as the
only sensor, connected to a computer and rigidly mounted above a tactile relief, which it observes.
Two different setups can be seen in Figures 1(c) and 3(a).
In contrast to conventional color cameras, which give an RGB color value for each pixel, a depth
camera (or RGB-D camera) also returns a depth value, i.e., how far an object at this pixel is away
from the camera. First, the system is initialized with only the relief present. The system stores
the acquired depth image, the so-called background image. Whatever is now put on top of the
relief creates depth measurements that are nearer to the camera, hence can be easily detected by
comparing the current depth image and the background image. This process is called foreground
segmentation (see Section 3.5.1), and creates a foreground mask, a set of pixels where all these added
5 Multiple vendors offer talking pens, such as the TalkingPEN (http://www.talkingpen.co.uk), Touch Graphic’s Talking Tac-

tile Pen (http://www.touchgraphics.com), Livescribe (http://www.edlivescribe.com), or Ravensburger tiptoi (http://www.
tiptoi.com). While the last is developed as a toy, there is a hacking community dedicated to opening this low-cost device
for arbitrary content (http://tttool.entropia.de/).
6 3DPhotoWorks website is at http://www.3dphotoworks.com.
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Fig. 1. Gustav Klimt’s “The Kiss” (Der Kuss, 1908/09). From left to right: (a) Original image, © Belvedere,
Wien. (b) Tactile relief interpretation, © Andreas Reichinger. Size: 42 × 42 cm, 10 mm base height + up to
25 mm variable relief height. Material: DuPont Corian® , Glacier White. (c) First interactive audio guide (IAG)
setup using a tripod, © Andreas Reichinger.

things are located. As any objects may be added, the foreground is carefully searched for hands
and whether these hands form certain input gestures (see Section 3.5.3–3.5.6). Finally, depending
on the gestures, real-time audio (and potentially other) feedback is given to the user.
The use of a depth camera has multiple advantages over a conventional color camera: it is largely
independent from the (visible) lighting situation, working even in complete darkness, as it has its
own—for humans—invisible lighting. In contrast to color images, depth information is more reliable and independent from relief and skin color, thus allowing colored reliefs or projected images
onto reliefs and hands. Even gloves may be worn as long as they reflect IR light used by the sensor. Depth further allows detection of touch-events to trigger interaction, whereas systems using
color cameras have to use other triggers, e.g., voice commands, active finger gestures, or buttons
pressed with the other hand or with the feet. It is more flexible than approaches with integrated
sensors, works on arbitrary 3D surfaces, and allows gestures “beyond touch” [54]. Depth cameras
are currently low-cost, off-the-shelf technology that is estimated to be soon integrated into laptops
(already available) and mobile devices. This makes the system also attractive for home use in the
future.
However, depth sensors have their own set of limitations, as they are dependent on a clear detection of the projected IR light. Although they typically use a very narrow-banded LASER illuminator
and a narrow band pass filter on the camera optics, they are sensitive to high levels of ambient
IR light in exactly this band, for instance, sunlight. In a controllable indoor environment—such as
museums and office buildings—this can be excluded as either no windows are present or window
shades can be closed, and most light sources do not have a significant IR component. Nevertheless,
one museum had incandescent spotlights installed with an IR component that degraded tracking
performance to some extent; thus, we had it dimmed. In addition, the scanned objects need to reflect the IR light diffusely, which makes objects with shiny or very dark (in the IR band) objects
difficult to scan. Human skin and the relief materials that we tested worked well.
In the remainder of this article, we will explain the development of our prototype, detail our
design decisions, and conclude with the results of the user evaluation.
3.1

Prototype

In order to test the proposed system, we developed a prototype for the interactive exploration of
a tactile relief interpretation of Gustav Klimt’s painting “The Kiss” (1908/09; see Figure 1(a)). This
popular painting was chosen because many people have already heard about it; but, before we
started, only descriptions and simple raised line diagrams were available as accessible tools.
ACM Transactions on Accessible Computing, Vol. 11, No. 1, Article 2. Publication date: March 2018.
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In cooperation with experts on art history, regions of the painting have been labeled, named,
and short texts (20 seconds, on average) have been recorded containing descriptions of the region,
color composition, body poses, and relations between parts. The image was divided into 6 basic
regions (e.g., background, meadow, male and female figure), and the two figures were further subdivided for a total of 20 different labels of varying sizes (see Figure 8(a)). In addition, five short
general texts (50–60 seconds each) about the painting, its history, interpretations, and the artist
have been recorded. All texts are available in German and English (switchable in the graphical user
interface). The texts were voiced by a German native speaker; hence, the English version might
not be optimally voiced.
3.2 Relief Design
The relief (see Figure 1(b)) was created based on our previously developed design workflow [43].
Due to the nature of the selected painting (partly plastic figural, partly abstract decorative) this
workflow had to be refined. The visible body parts are painted in a very natural way. In the relief,
we wanted these parts as naturalistic as possible in order to allow a good tactile recognition. The
rest of the painting—especially the worn clothes—appear very flat and two-dimensional, as they
are dominated by abstract patterns and no shading or other visual cues are present that would give
a three-dimensional appearance.
Our first intention was that these parts need to be as flat as possible. The background and the
surrounding halo can be naturally thought to be flat, as the one is very far away and the other
is an optical illusion. For the clothes, this was not meaningful, however, as the visible body parts
interact with each other—for instance, the male figure kissing and embracing the female figure
and their hands holding each other. With flat clothes, it would not be possible to convey these
interactions properly. We therefore decided to let the clothes form naturally over their bodies, but
as flat and smooth as possible.
Similarly, the meadow appears flat but requires to be bent to allow a smooth transition to the
sky and to provide a gradient on which the figures can be placed. The bent form of the right edge
of the meadow could suggest a hill or cliff, however, which came naturally together with the rest
of the relief.
In order to recreate the bulges of the clothes and the visible body parts, the body poses, hidden
behind the clothes, needed to be consistently recovered. The female obviously kneels as we see
her feet, but the male could have a variety of poses. Indeed, it is a controversy regarding whether
he is rather short and stands or if he also kneels or otherwise stands in a bent pose.
Especially difficult for us to interpret was the large unshaded part of his neck and shoulders.
It is often said that the painting could be a self-portrait of Gustav Klimt himself with his lifepartner Emilie Flöge. While researching photographs of Klimt, we found good evidence (e.g., [51])
that he indeed had a very strong shoulder and neck part and that, if he bent over, it looked quite
similar to the painting. In order to recover the body poses, we used digital mannequins in a 3D
editing program and iteratively adjusted them until they exactly resembled the pose in the painting
(see Figure 2(a)). Nevertheless, the found pose is just one of many possible poses and does not say
anything about the intent of the artist. However, the consortium was satisfied with the found pose
for the relief interpretation, although through lots of adjustments, the figures ended up with legs
that were too short and upper bodies that were too large. But, since these parts are not visible in
the final relief, it was not deemed important.
We then modeled the clothes over the naked bodies and the meadow hill under their feet using
Bézier patches (see Figure 2(b)). To achieve an accurate resemblance, depth maps of the individual
parts of the 3D scene were rendered as depth maps, then warped, cut, and composited to exactly
align with outlines extracted from the painting.
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Fig. 2. Stages of relief development (images © Andreas Reichinger, original image © Belvedere, Wien). From
left to right: (a) Study with digital mannequins to recreate the body poses; (b) Modeled meadow/cliff, and
modeled clothes and hair over the figures using Bézier patches; (c) Final texture layer extracted from the
original painting and manual enhancements.

After discussions with experts, minor revisions, and optimization of the depth composition to
maximize the available depth at important parts (e.g., face, feet, hands), we started to extract the
texture and add it as additional height variations over the base relief. In most parts, we could extract
a meaningful texture layer directly from a gray-scale version of the original painting (see Figure 2(c)) with various filters. Several important parts needed to be improved. These were segmented either manually or color based and included as corrections on the texture layer. These
parts include the spirals on the male’s coat, the different kinds of flowers on the meadow and in
her hair, the wreath in his hair, the signature, and the tendrils on the right part of the meadow. At
the tendrils, we made the stem lines slightly higher than the triangular leaves so that the finger
is easily guided along the individual stems while feeling the leaves underneath, but without being
disturbed by them. The texture of the background was diminished, as it was deemed less important
and should not distract too much from the more important parts.
After approval of a previsualization, the relief was milled out of a solid block of DuPont Corian®
(color Glacier White). This material was chosen because it is very hard but still easy to mill. It is
smooth to the touch, lets the finger glide easily over the surface, and can be cleaned and disinfected
as it is normally used for countertops, bathrooms, sinks, furniture, and even façades.
We chose a size of 42 × 42 cm for convenience, large enough to feel most details, small enough
to be easily reached, and not too expensive in the production. Further, a base thickness of 10 mm
was chosen for stability and an additional 25 mm gives enough space for plastic variations in the
relief surface. CNC-milling was performed on a Datron M8 Cube, finished with a 2 mm ball nose
tool and 0.2 mm stepover in 45◦ diagonal paths (lower left to upper right). The final result has a
very detailed but smooth surface (see Figure 1(b)).
Plaster copies were made via a silicone mold to facilitate later testing, as the Corian® original is
now permanently exhibited in the gallery and milling further copies was deemed too expensive.
These copies feature a similar surface but are slightly rougher, making the finger slip less easy, and
on a few places some very thin details are missing, such as small parts of the stems of the tendrils,
probably caused during demolding.
3.3 Hardware Setup
Two different hardware setups have been tested so far, both with the same sensor.
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3.3.1 Sensor Selection. In [41], we first described the concept for the IAG, analyzed the requirements for a tracking camera, and reviewed several state-of-the-art cameras. In that article,
we identified the Intel RealSense F200 as the most suitable sensor for our application at that time.
It has a sufficient resolution of the depth sensor (true 640 × 480 pixels) with up to 60 frames per
second (fps) and a low noise level. Combined with its near operating range and suitable field of
view, we achieve an effective resolution of up to 10.7 pixels/cm (27 dpi) on the relief.
The RealSense F200 is a time-sequential structured light scanner. For each depth measurement
frame, several Gray-coded stripe patterns are projected with an IR laser projector and filmed with a
high-frame-rate infrared camera. The projector consists of an on-off modulated laser, a cylindrical
lens to create a laser line, and a swinging micro-mirror to scan over the whole area [11]. A set of IR
camera images with different Gray-code patterns are combined to compute the final depth image.
In addition to the depth image D (see Figure 7(b)), two other images are transmitted via USB 3.0:
an IR image of the scene is generated that appears fully lit by the laser projector (see Figure 8(c)),
and an RGB image is generated using a separate RGB camera mounted approximately 2.5 cm away
from the IR camera.
This technology has only recently become available for low-cost depth cameras. Noise levels
are low, with a standard deviation below 1 mm on smooth surfaces close to the camera. However, these vary in a moiré-like pattern (see Figure 7(a)), possibly caused by interferences between
the projector and camera. On steep edges, where a multitude of depth measurements are equally
correct, depth measurements get less reliable.
Despite low noise and high resolution, the scanner has 3 caveats that need to be dealt with:
• Like most structured light scanners, objects near the scanner cast a projection shadow on
more distant objects. Therefore, foreground objects are surrounded by pixels with no or
erroneous measurements.
• Since the scanner requires multiple frames per measurement, fast-moving objects or, more
specifically, depth-changes at a pixel during the measurement result in unreliable measurements. This results in blurred and unusable measurements around the edges of hands and
arms when they are in motion.
• We measure significant drifts in the depth measurements of a static scene over time, possibly caused by timing issues during pattern projection with the swinging mirror. These are
noticeable as a tilt of the measurements in the depth image, slowly changing over time, and
some abrupt changes over a few frames. The tilt is only significant in x-direction and was
measured in our setup to be up to 15 mm between the left and right end of the sensor after
a cold start, and still varying over 5 mm after warm-up.
3.3.2 Setup with Tripod. Our first prototype setup has the RealSense camera mounted on a
tripod (see Figure 1(c)) in order to maximize the effective resolution on the relief. The sensor is
centered approximately 40 to 45 cm above the 42 × 42 cm relief, overlooking the whole relief,
including a few centimeters of its surrounding (see Figure 8(c)). We chose portrait orientation, as
it is more important to detect the hands beyond the relief toward the user. In addition, the sensor
does not give measurements in an up to 40- pixels-wide region7 on the very right side of the view,
caused by the maximum projection width of its infrared projector. We rotated this side beyond the
top of the relief, away from the user (see Figure 7(b)) to have the maximum coverage near the user.
Although the sensor is placed as near as possible to still capture the whole relief, this distance is
already at the performance limit of the infrared projector and depth measurements start to become
unreliable. The RealSense has a motion-range trade-off parameter to boost the usable range. This
7 This

is visible as a black region at the top of Figure 7(b). The width of this region is dependent on the depth.
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Fig. 3. Setup with HP Sprout, images © ARCHES project team. From left to right: (a) User testing the new
setup, making a pointing gesture. Depth camera and projector are integrated in the top part of the device.
The relief is simply placed on the table. (b) User making the off-relief gesture “two.” (c) Infrared image taken
with HP Sprout. Superimposed label borders are the result of our automatic calibration.

setting slows down pattern projection to allow for a longer exposure time so that with the same
laser power scanning can still be performed at a larger distance. For our setup, this means a slower
frame rate of only 25fps as opposed to the theoretical maximum of 60 fps for the RealSense camera.
The longer exposure also makes depth measurements more susceptible to fast hand motion, which
we account for in the tracking software, and slows down gesture detection and increases latency.
This setup was used in the first evaluation study.
3.3.3 Setup with the HP Sprout. Our current setup uses the HP Sprout workstation, an allin-one computer built specifically for innovative desktop 3D interaction (see Figure 3(a)). It has
a RealSense F200 sensor directly integrated in a beam extending from the top of the computer
screen, mounted at about 60 cm above the desk, pointing down, where we place the relief directly
in front of its monitor.
Compared to our first setup (see Figure 1(c)), the sensor no longer looks straight down mounted
over the center of the relief, but is mounted higher and further back over the far end of the relief.
This requires an even higher setting of the RealSense’s motion-range trade-off, dropping the frame
rate further to around 16.6 fps. In addition, higher depth-map filtering settings are necessary, which
smooth away some detail of the depth map, and the effective resolution at the relief drops from
10.7 down to 7.3 to 8.2 pixels/cm8 , making finger detection and localization more difficult.
The RealSense is mounted in landscape orientation and tilted so that the upper 20% of the sensor
is worthless, as it films the Sprout’s monitor (see Figure 3(c)). In the remaining vertical view, the 42
cm high relief just fits in, with very little space left in front of the relief. Thus, the user’s hand is no
longer detected when touching the lowest parts, as it is then already largely out of the camera view.
To cope with these changes, we simplified the label map a bit and enlarged small regions that
were already difficult to activate in the previous setup. After some adjustments of finger and fingertip detection parameters and, most important, making them vary with camera distance and
current frame rate, detection is now equally reliable.
Overall, the new setup seems to have positive effects on the ease of use. The lower resolution and
stronger filtering of the depth map made single-finger gesture detection (see Section 3.4.1) more
stable. The main source of error was the detection of multiple fingers of the hand when the user
did not hide them perfectly underneath the palm (see Sections 4.2.2 and 5.2.2). With the new setup,
8 Due

to the perspective distortion, the lower resolution is at the bottom edge.
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detection of such fingers is less likely. In addition, there is a lot more room above the relief. People
do not accidentally bump into the camera and off-relief gestures are easier to perform and to detect.
This updated article reflects all algorithmic changes made for the new setup. For reference, the
original values of the ASSETS’16 version [42] are given in brackets. These were the settings used
during the first evaluation study.
Finally, the HP Sprout is nicely designed and fits much better in a museum space. In addition, it
features a large touchscreen that could be used to display additional interactive content. It also has
a built-in projector, normally used to project an additional screen on a detachable touch-sensitive
mat on the desk. Although designed to project on a space measuring only 30 × 40 cm, it could be
used to project onto smaller reliefs and even on the user’s hands. In contrast to colored reliefs (e.g.,
[37]) projecting onto a white relief gives much more freedom. This enables us to not only project
the original color of the painting but also alternative versions, such as high-contrast or simplified
versions and interactive content. This promises a lot of potential for future research.
3.4

Interaction Design

Despite ongoing research on gestures for BVI people (e.g., [24]) and user-elicited gestures (e.g.,
[56]), these are limited to dynamic interactions on flat screens; here, they are not directly applicable. For our specific case with static reliefs and depth sensors, careful interaction design was
important. The implemented user interface will be described in the following sections and is summarized in Figure 4.
We distinguish between two kinds of information: location-specific information that describes
a specific part on the explored object and general information that is unrelated to any specific
location on the object. Correspondingly, we require two groups of gestures. Location-specific information should be triggered with gestures on the object, directly touching the part of interest.
Gestures off the object can be used for all other interactions, e.g., to trigger the abovementioned
general information but also for application commands.
These may include playback commands, of which we require at least one mandatory control,
to stop an accidentally triggered comment. There could also be commands for changing interaction modes for on-object gestures, for example, “name the object,” “explain the object,” “historical
background of an object,” “describe the color of an object,” “make the color under the fingertip
audible,” and so on.
Our design choices are based on typically used exploration strategies that we derived from
informal discussions with BVI people and from observations in previous projects. Most BVI people
touch the relief with both hands, often keeping one hand as a reference. This is very similar to
strategies employed in reading raised line drawings. While tracing a shape with the dominant
hand, the other hand stays at the starting point to have a reference for determining when tracing a
shape is complete (e.g., [4]). Both hands are almost always on or close to the relief. The exploration
is usually divided into two phases, although not strictly separated. In a first “overview” phase, users
try to familiarize themselves with the overall composition of the painting, typically observing it
with their whole hands and in larger motions. In a second “detail” phase, they are exploring selected
parts in more detail, typically with the tips of individual fingers.
3.4.1 On-Object Interaction. For on-relief interaction, it feels natural to use gestures directly
touching the region of interest. Using a single finger avoids ambiguous situations and matches
motions occurring naturally in the detail exploration phase. We allow any finger to be used for
interaction so that the users can choose whichever they feel most comfortable with. This is in
contrast to Buonamici et al. [8], who require using the right index finger. We opted for the typical
pointing gesture, having all fingers but one contracted into a fist (see Figure 5(g)). This gesture
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Fig. 4. Program flow and state changes of the user interface. Color indicates differences between modes.
Dark red: introduction and hierarchical exploration only in evaluation study 1. Yellow: additional sound
design and captions only in study 2. Blue: no text in training mode.

feels natural while at the same time it is only rarely used during normal exploration, which
mostly avoids triggering unwanted audio. Coincidentally, the mobile app prototype THATS (see
Footnote 4 on Page 4) uses a very similar approach.
In order to account for the two exploration phases (see Section 3.4), at first the region of the
selected part is named; after a short pause, the detailed description follows. Every playback can be
interrupted by triggering another region. This enables the user to quickly scan the object during
exploration and to easily locate parts of interest for more detailed information. Each new trigger
is accompanied by a short confirmation click sound, an important feedback to the user and to avoid
confusion when a text was unintentionally interrupted.
3.4.2 Hierarchical Exploration. As mentioned before, two basic regions (male and female figure, see Figure 8(a)) were further subdivided into smaller parts, mainly the parts of the bodies
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Fig. 5. Gestures as performed by a user, with detected fingertips overlaid on IR images. (a) to (g) show the
full set of currently implemented gestures correctly detected by the system. Note that the 1-5 finger gestures
can be performed with any fingers of the hand; thus, this list is not exhaustive. (h) to (l) depict common hand
posture errors that are not correctly detected.

and clothes. The idea is that, in the beginning, only the six basic regions are used to gain a quick
overview. Once the user has heard the full detailed description of a figure (which includes important information about the posture and relations to other regions), the subdivided parts of the
figure will become available instead of the basic region.
3.4.3 Off-Object Interaction. As most users keep their hands on or close to the relief, we use the
space above the relief to trigger off-object interactions. A closed fist gesture at least 20 cm (8 inches;
it was 10 cm in prototype 1) above the relief will stop the current playback (see Figure 5(a)). The
other hand may still remain on the relief to stay oriented. Background information can be triggered
by number gestures (see Figures 5(b)–5(f)). As the number of our general texts (see Section 3.1) is
exactly five, we chose to simply count the number of extended fingers of the lifted hand, which
also generalizes to different number gestures in different cultures. Nonetheless, additional different gestures may be implemented in the future. Once the gesture is detected, the confirmation click
sound is played, followed by the number of fingers and the title of the chapter. This allows the user
to correct the hand pose until the desired number of fingers is detected and to browse through the
headings of the available texts until the desired one is found. Again, a newly detected gesture interrupts the playback of the former. Once the user is satisfied with the choice, the text starts directly
after its title, and the users can lower their hand and continue tactile exploration while listening.
3.4.4 Additional Sound Design. Based on the feedback of the first evaluation study (see Section 4), we implemented additional sounds to aid participants in making correct gestures:
• A fire-crackling sound indicates that the hand is over the minimum height required for the
off-relief gestures.
• Two further sounds indicate that the single-finger touch gesture is correctly detected:
— An ethereal voice is used on regions where descriptions are available;
— A rain sound indicates that the finger is on the border between two or more regions and
the algorithm cannot determine which region to select.
Before these additions, touching the border between regions would not give any feedback,
and users frequently assumed that the finger gesture was not detected. Now, when hearing the
rain sound, they can move the finger more toward the desired region until the touch is detected.
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Alternatively, users can also use the sounds to scan the bounds of a region with their fingers. An
interesting idea for future investigations would be to try a distinct sound for each region. It could
help with orientation but could also be too confusing.
These additional sounds were used in the second evaluation study (see Section 5). We took care
to select subtle ambient-like sounds so that people who need them can clearly hear them, while it
does not render the spoken text incomprehensible or disturb people who do not need them. Still,
these sounds double as a reminder for those who do not need them—a reminder to relax their
hands into noncommand poses in order to avoid accidentally triggering another sound.
As a further cue, the sounds get louder the clearer the gestures are detected, implemented as a
percentage of the frames in which the gesture was detected over the last 0.75 seconds. Incidentally,
this also produces a nice fading effect. Furthermore, the sounds pan from left to right depending
on where the gesture was detected in the camera frame. This might help some users to keep the
hand centered under the camera.
Finally, we changed the confirmation click sound to a short beep, which can be recognized more
easily, and we implemented a distinct stop sound as a double beep, which is now always played
when a sound is stopped either by the fist gesture or at the end of each description. This might
help to distinguish short text pauses from the end.
3.4.5 Screen Design. During the first evaluation study, participants with low vision unexpectedly observed the debug views on the screen, which we had for the purpose of technical support.
These were showing the output of the hand detection system on the left (see Figure 8(b), without
the arrows, variable names and white circles); the right debug view showed the output of the touch
detection output superimposed on the infrared camera image (see Figure 8(c)). Some participants
seemed to enjoy watching these views. They could see where the interactive regions were and
whether the system detected the touch event, as the interaction region then becomes colored.
As the second evaluation study explicitly also targeted participants who can see, we added a
visualization of the detected fingertip pixels on the touch detection output so that people could
directly see which fingertips are detected and where exactly and how large the detected fingerprint
actually is (see Figure 5). In addition, we added simple subtitles for all spoken texts in the lower half
of the screen: one static text per description, font size 30 points, black text on white background.
As the new setup with the HP Sprout has an integrated projector, a future implementation could
directly project such a visualization on the relief and fingers.
3.4.6 Making It Self-Explanatory. The current prototype was designed as an installation in a
museum for people who are not familiar with the system. Therefore, the first interaction is to
simply put the hands on the relief, which triggers a short introduction explaining the interface
(see Figure 6). After the system is not used for a given amount of time (currently 2minutes), the
system is reset and waits for the next user. This mode was used in the first evaluation study (see
Section 4).
As this mode did not work well in the initial tests of the second study (see Section 5), we implemented a training mode as an aid for the examiner. This is basically the same as the normal
mode but without description texts in order to minimize audio output and help the participants
to better concentrate on the examiner’s words and on practicing the gestures. In this mode, the
on-relief gestures trigger only the confirmation beep sound and the name of the touched parts, and
the off-relief interaction repeatedly tells the number of detected fingers (0–5).
3.5 Software Implementation
Based on the selected set of gestures, the requirements for the gesture detection system are rather
simple:
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Fig. 6. Introduction text of the interactive audio guide.

• a reliable detection of hands and individual spread fingers,
• measurement of the palm height for off-relief gestures, and
• detection of touch events of a pointing finger, together with the position of the touch.
As pointed out before [41], the optimum for the proposed system would be “an out-of-the-box
solution for articulated finger tracking, [that works] on relief surfaces.” The only publicly available
implementation that we found is the CVRL FORTH Hand Tracker [36] already tested by [8] for a
similar application. However, we could not use the software, because
• it currently supports sensors of the Kinect family only,
• the demonstrator tracks only a single hand and requires an initialization pose,9 and
• according to Buonamici et al. [8], it loses tracking at fast hand movements without recovery,
requiring new initialization.
Similar approaches have been published (e.g., [46]) and professionally developed by the start-up
NimbleVR10 but implementations are not available.
Since their approaches are quite demanding in terms of hardware and an implementation from
scratch was beyond the scope of our work, we decided to implement a simpler, silhouette-based
approach, which is basically a 2D problem, for which a lot of well-studied algorithms are available.
These basically work when the hand is more or less parallel to the camera plane and the relevant
fingers can be detected in the silhouette (see Figure 8(b)), which means that the fingers must not
touch or overlap each other. With the selected set of gestures and the camera setup with an almost
parallel view of the hands, these requirements are satisfied.
Because of the demonstrated robustness and detailed documentation, we based our implementation on [58]. We will shortly outline the original approach and detail the parts that had to be
modified in order to make it work on our specific setup, directly on a relief surface.
3.5.1 Silhouette Detection. The original article [58] addresses both color-based foreground segmentation using RGB cameras and depth segmentation using a depth camera. In our prototype, we
9 Extensions

were published (e.g., [27]) but their implementations are not publicly available.
(http://www.NimbleVR.com/) presented a working hand-tracker that even worked on desk surfaces but since
its acquisition ceased to distribute its software.

10 NimbleVR
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Fig. 7. Foreground segmentation, images © Andreas Reichinger. From left to right: (a) Standard deviation of
background measurements over 100 frames; (b) depth image D; (c) foreground probability from depth p D ;
(d) foreground probability from infrared pIR . Note the higher noise and more difficult segmentation.

use the depth measurement as the main segmentation key complemented by the IR image, which
proved to be adequate for our requirements. We are able to reliably segment the hands, even at a
fingertip pressed against the surface, with a height difference as low as 5 mm. Color information is
currently neglected in our prototype, but might further improve segmentation in a future implementation. However, the aforementioned possibility to project onto the relief may make the color
information unusable for this purpose.
In contrast to hand-tracking approaches that operate in free space, we cannot use a constant
depth threshold, as the hand is supposed to operate directly on the surface. However, we can
exploit the fact that, in our static setup, the background does not change and can be calibrated
once. This is in contrast to other setups [8, 47], in which the object and/or camera are allowed to
move relative to each other and more complex tracking solutions have to be used.
During background calibration, the mean μ and standard deviation σ (see Figure 7(a)) of each
pixel in the depth and IR images are computed from 100 consecutive frames, yielding a Gaussian
distribution. A foreground probability based on depth, p D (see Figure 7(c)), is computed as the
one-sided p-value at the current depth, offset by a safety margin of 5 mm. pIR is computed as
the two-sided p-value (see Figure 7(d)). The combined foreground probability p is the weighted
average p = (w D · p D + w IR · pIR )/(w D + w IR ), where the weights are computed as w D = α/σ D and
w IR = 1/σIR , and α = 100 trades off depth for IR.11
As outlined in Section 3.3.1, rapid depth changes at a pixel caused by fast-moving objects results
in unusable measurements around the edges of hands and arms when they are in motion. In order
to still extract a meaningful silhouette, we track the standard deviation of the depth measurements
σ M of the last 5 frames, compute a depth-motion penalty β = 0.3 mm/σ M clamped to [0.2, 1], and
replace α = 100/β. If an object moves fast, the variance of an edge pixel is high, β gets low, and
less weight is given to the depth probability p D , effectively falling back to a foreground detection
based on the IR channel values. Detection based on a single intensity value is of course rather error
prone. Nevertheless, skin and worn clothes often have a significantly different IR reflection than
the tactile relief (see Figure 8(c)), providing an additional clue as to where the correct silhouette is
located.
The resulting probability image is smoothed (Gaussian blur σ = 3 pixels), thresholded to 0.5,
and eroded with a 3 × 3 kernel to yield the foreground segmentation mask.
background (I B ) or current (IC ) or both (I BC ) measurements are invalid, special (p, w ) pairs are used: I B = (0.5, 0),
IC = (0.7, 1), and I BC = (0.2, 1).

11 If
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Fig. 8. Gesture recognition, images © Andreas Reichinger. From left to right: (a) Hand-drawn label image,
warped to camera space. Light-green and purple outlines indicate the merged base labels of the two figures.
(b) Hand detection output and palm detection diagram. (c) Infrared image with superimposed label borders
and touched label (purple).

3.5.2 Continuous Sensor Calibration. As outlined in Section 3.3.1, the depth measurements
show significant drift over time, which compromises the tight tolerances of the depth-based segmentation and therefore requires continuous detection and calibration with respect to the stored
background image. We model the drift d at a pixel (x, y) as an additive tilt to the raw metric depth
measurements d raw in the form of d (x, y) = d raw (x, y) + δ 0 + xδ x + yδy . This approximation proves
to be sufficient for our application but is presumably not very accurate, as the measurement errors
probably occur in the disparity space and are not necessarily linear in the metric depth measurements.
The tilt parameters δ 0 , δ x , and δy are estimated as a two-dimensional linear regression on the
difference between the stored mean background b and a running average of the latest 5 depth
measurements c. Currently, detected foreground regions (enlarged by a safety margin of 12 pixels)
are excluded, as well as unreliable measurements of b and c, which yielded at least one invalid
measurement during the average computation. The differences are clamped to ±3 mm to avoid
excessive outliers and are weighted by the inverse of the computed standard deviations of b and c
to lower the impact of noisy regions. The changes are applied gradually to avoid abrupt changes,
using an IIR filter mixing in only 10% of the new solution to the old tilt. Owing to performance
reasons, the adjustments are performed only once every 4 frames.
3.5.3 Palm Detection. Following [58], the hands are detected solely based on their silhouettes.
From the foreground segmentation mask of Section 3.5.1, all connected components larger than
3,000 pixels (5,000 in prototype 1) are chosen as potential hand regions, and their contours are
extracted. Contained contour holes larger than 100 pixels are stored and could be used to classify
some special gestures (e.g., a pinch gesture). All smaller holes are discarded as potential scanning
artifacts. This approach works only if the hands and arms do not touch or overlap. This is satisfied for the selected set of gestures, since the user can be instructed to move the other hand
away from the interacting hand. In a future implementation, this can be improved using multiple
sensors and/or a fully articulated hand tracker that allows overlap (e.g., [27]) or by taking depth
discontinuities into account.
Assuming that the region contains a single hand, the position of the palm has to be found. The
original approach [58] finds the largest circle C a inscribed in the silhouette. However, this often
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fails, e.g., when the user is wearing loose clothes (see Figure 8(b), C err ). Suggested online “solutions”
include to disallow wearing such clothes, but that would not be meaningful for a public installation.
Our solution is different (see Figure 8(b) for an example annotated with the following symbols).
We first intersect the contour with a rectangle, 5 pixels from the image border, and find the
largest consecutive contour-part Pi that does not touch the border. If no part touches the border,
we assume that the hand was segmented without the arm and continue with the largest circle
search. Otherwise, we close the polygon Pi along the rectangle with one or more line segments
Po . We then find the point pmax on Pi that is most distant to all the points on Po as
pmax = arg max min pi − po .
pi ∈Pi

po ∈Po

(1)

We create a bounding circle (50 pixel radius) around pmax and compute the average depth measurement d of all valid points inside this circle and the contour. We estimate the expected maximum hand size h at such a distance as h = 200 pixels · 390 mm/d. The maximum inscribed circle
C a with radius r a is then only searched inside a bounding circle C max around pmax with radius h.
We compute the depth of the palm as the average depth of all valid points inside C a .
3.5.4 Fingertip Detection. Fingertip detection is similar to [58]. The hand silhouette is clipped
to a bounding circle 4 times the radius of the palm (blue circle in Figure 8(b), was 3.5 times in
prototype 1), the resulting polygon is simplified, and convexity defects are computed and filtered
as to whether they could represent the empty space between fingers.12
Between neighboring pairs of all accepted convexity defects, we test for potential fingertips. We
modified the criteria as follows:
(1) No contour part between two convexity defects may go over the image boundary or the
arm (new in prototype 2).
(2) The arc distance along Pi between two consecutive convexity defects must be below 120
pixels, and their angle must be below 60°.
(3) Similar to [58], we require the k-curvature13 to be below 60°. But instead of using a constant k = 30, we take the curvature as the minimum k-curvature computed using a number
of different k varying from 30 to 60 pixels to allow for locally flat but still elongated fingertips to be detected. Note that we limit k so that the search does not go beyond the far
point of the convexity defect (the minimum point in prototype 1).
We also modified the fingertip localization. While in [58] the fingertip location is solely determined from the k curvature points, we found this to be too unreliable owing to the often rather
jagged fingertip contours occurring in our setup. Instead, we take the pixels of the finger region
inside a circle around p ◦ ,14 and compute their oriented bounding box aligned with an estimate of
the finger’s direction15 to get more reliable estimates for the finger’s width. In order to extract the
tip region, we take the valid pixels inside the top square region of this bounding box. We estimate
the center of the fingertip as the centroid of these pixels, and compute the z-location of the finger
as the average depth measurements of these pixels. Finally, we classify the fingertip’s quality into
three categories: If the tip region has too few pixels (<15 · (400 mm/depth) 2 ) it is not classified as
use slightly different criteria than [58]. Following their notation, instead of r a < ld < r b , we require for both l ∈
{l a , lb } that l > 0.1 r a and at least for one l that l > 0.4 r a . The criterion θ a < 90◦ was removed.
13 The k -curvature at a contour point p ◦ is defined as the angle at p ◦ of the triangle formed by (p −, p ◦, p + ) with p − and
p + being the points along the contour that are k pixels to the left and right of p ◦ .
14 The radius is set to be 2/3 of the Euclidean distance between p − and p + .
15 As in [58], we estimate the finger direction as the line from the halfway point between p − and p + to the point p ◦ .
12 We
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a finger (constant 50 pixels in prototype 1). If the finger is too wide for the given depth (width
× depth > 25 pixels × 400 mm), it is labeled as blob, being probably a union of two fingers; it is
labeled as a valid finger only if it satisfies both conditions.
Our hand-detection algorithm (like the original algorithm [58]) relies on a number of assumptions and hard-coded values, which have been fine-tuned to our specific setups. Despite its simplicity, the algorithm is remarkably robust, as the hard-coded values are just conservative bounds
on the search space and allow a wide range of actual configurations. Observations during user
tests confirmed that it works for a wide range of people, from 11 years old to the elderly, but there
is no guarantee that it works for every user. For instance, the algorithm had problems with one
participant with a medical condition that made the individual’s index finger bend to the side, as
it violated the assumption of straight fingers in our silhouette detection. Similarly, other objects
placed on the relief can be detected as a hand as well, but normally do not trigger any actions.
3.5.5 Gesture Recognition. We do not perform frame-to-frame tracking, as this is not necessary for the current set of gestures and would introduce recovery problems once a hand was lost.
Nevertheless, we need to make gesture recognition robust, as the detected hands and fingers may
vary from frame to frame. Our solution is to require a gesture to be detected in the majority of the
latest frames. For instance, off-object gestures are triggered if the average palm-to-sensor distance
is below a certain threshold in 70% of the frames in the last 0.75 seconds, with the same amount of
fingers detected (75% of the last 20 frames in prototype 1).
Similarly, the “introduction text” is triggered when, in the last 2 seconds in at least 90% of the
frames, a hand with at least one good finger was detected. This makes it robust against nonhand
objects placed on the relief and introduces a small delay before the text starts.
3.5.6 On-Object Touch Event. In order to relate the detected on-object touch events to regions
on the relief, and therefore to different audio files, the regions have to be labeled by the content
author (see Figure 8(a)). Since our setup is static, we simply sketch the labels on a once acquired IR
image of the relief (see Figure 8(c)). While this does not adapt to a different camera placement, as
in [47] and [8], it proved accurate enough for our first proof-of-concept implementation as used
for the first evaluation study.
Finally, the fingertip location has to be mapped to the regions. While Buonamici et al. [8] use a
complex 3D search for the nearest point of a point cloud of the relief to the fingertip, we again use
a simpler 2D approach. Since the camera observes the relief almost straight on and the labels are
defined in camera space, the xy-location of the finger is already given with maximum precision in
the foreground mask. We simply take all pixels of the detected fingertip that are within some depth
tolerance to the depth background, and collect the labels of these pixels. If at least 70% of these
pixels are on the same label, the detection is considered unique (90% in prototype 1). Otherwise, the
finger might be on a border between labels rendering it impossible to determine which label the
user meant.16 A touch event is generated when at least 70% of the frames in the last 0.75 seconds
(10 frames in prototype 1) detected the same unique label (see purple area in Figure 8(c)).
Note that with a sufficient depth tolerance to robustly detect touch, actual touch is not distinguishable from a slightly hovering finger. However, no participant seemed to have noticed that, as
each mostly kept the finger on the relief.
3.5.7 Relief Calibration. During the second evaluation study, the assumption of a static setup of
the previous section proved to be impractical in practice. For each subsequent setup, it is required
to exactly reproduce the same relief to camera pose for which the label map was drawn. All six
16 In

prototype 2, we now give distinct audio feedback in this case; see Section 3.4.4.
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degrees of freedom of camera position and orientation have to match. This is achievable for an
experienced operator when the exact same tripod is used without moving its joints between setups
but is otherwise highly impractical.
Our second setup facilitates this task, as the camera on the HP Sprout always has the same height
and tilt relative to a flat table it is placed on, leaving only three degrees of freedom of placing and
rotating the relief on that table for manual alignment. Still, this task is tedious and needs to be
repeated each time the HP Sprout or relief is moved.
Therefore, we implemented an automatic calibration process. The content author draws the
label regions L M now no longer over the IR image but rather over the depth map D M that was
used to manufacture the relief. With the known size (s x , sy ) and height h, a 3D model M M can
be created with vertex coordinates P M (x, y) = (x · s x , y · sy , h · D M (x, y)), textured with the label
region map L M . During startup, the calibration automatically detects the relief in the depth sensor’s
point cloud PS and recovers the relative Euclidean transformation T that transforms the 3D model
M M to the detected location in the point cloud PS . As the point cloud PS is given in the coordinate
system of the IR camera, the recovered transformation T can be used to render the textured relief
model M M as seen from the IR camera, which produces exactly the same label image as required
for our system.
The question is how to reliably detect the relief and find the transformation T . CamIO [47] and
MagicTouch [48] use fiducial markers, which we do not want to apply on our reliefs but would be
an option for home use or flat documents. Buonamici et al. [8] directly align the depth camera point
cloud but require user interaction for a prealignment step (touching the four corners of the relief),
which would be an option for home use but is not practical in a museum environment, where a
fully automatic approach is more desirable. An automatic approach could constantly calibrate the
relief during inactive periods or detect the change of a relief and quickly calibrate on that one. A
fast implementation could even enable real-time tracking and allow the user to move the object
during exploration.
Image-based object recognition methods (e.g., [31]) are fully automatic but difficult to use in our
case, as these require distinctive patterns on objects and our relief is plain white. Such an approach
would be directly usable for printed documents, for example. However, this might get difficult with
the planned projections onto the reliefs, as these would mask any available textures on the object.
Based on these considerations, we believe that a purely geometric, surface-based method [21] is
more suitable in our case.
We currently use our own implementation of a point-pair feature matcher based on [12] followed by an ICP optimization based on [9]. Since the method is quite sensitive to surface variations of the models, we had to down-sample and blur the relief model depth map D M significantly
to resemble the low quality received from the depth camera. Further, the camera’s point-cloud PS
is created from an average of the five most recent depth maps to reduce noise, and normals are
computed using a plane-fitting algorithm over a 3 mm radius to make them more robust to noise.
Object recognition takes below 10 seconds, which is acceptable for a static setup. Although we
just take the best recovered pose hypothesis and do not verify the result, an acceptable pose is
recovered in at least 4 out of 5 cases and almost always recovered after a second try. The rendered
label map still has a few pixels deviation (see Figure 3(c)), but only the border seems to be shifted to
the left, while the contours around the figures fit tightly. We attribute this either to distortions in
the plaster relief mold, resulting in an actual physical deviation, or it could be caused by nonlinear
distortions in the depth values received from the depth camera. Although we carefully calibrated
the IR camera using OpenCV’s calibration methods [5] based on calibration images taken with
a checkerboard pattern, a more sophisticated calibration method specifically for RGB-D cameras
(e.g., [25, 49]) could alleviate this problem.
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Table 1. Results of Study 1: Demographic Data (Study 1, Second Session in Vienna)

Although not perfect on a global scale, all important features are reliably aligned, enabling fully
functional interaction and label mapping. This already proves that automatic calibration is possible. A future implementation may be accurate and fast enough for real-time detection and tracking.
Then, it would be possible to exchange the relief under the sensor at runtime to move and rotate
the relief freely during exploration and even to use the system with full 3D objects.
4

EVALUATION: STUDY 1

The implemented system was evaluated in two separate studies, each consisting of multiple sessions. The first study, presented in this section and already present in the conference version of
this article [42], was targeted at BVI people. The second study is presented in Section 5 and was
conducted with a broader range of participants.
Study 1 consisted of two sessions. The first session was an informal evaluation 2.5 hours long
performed in Manchester, Great Britain, with 7 mostly elderly BVI people, with the majority having
low vision. Based on this first feedback, we implemented a structured evaluation that took place
in the course of 2 full days in Vienna, Austria, with 13 people (5 female, aged 11–72 years, average
50 years; see Table 1).
Of the 13 volunteers, 6 were fully blind, with no sense of sight; 4 had a minimum rest of sight
equivalent to the American classification legally blind, that did not help them perceive images
(one wearing a hearing aid in addition); and 3 had low vision. Nine participants have been visually
impaired for the majority of their lives, three at least 20 years and one for 9 years. Seven are able
to read Braille, and all are very interested in museums, going at least twice a year, four at least 4
or 5 times, two even over 20 times. Most participants reported that touch tools are important for
them (on a Likert scale from 1 to 10, six reported 9–10, four reported 6–8, three <3).
The basic tripod setup was used (see Section 3.3.2), and none of the abovementioned extensions
were implemented. The presented prototype was part of a larger evaluation with four different
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Table 2. Results of Study 1: Questions Concerning the Technology of the Interactive Audio Guide

devices. We concentrate here on the questions regarding the present system. The results of the
full evaluation will be presented elsewhere. Only one relief was tested to keep the load of the
evaluation tractable, but during development a number of reliefs were used. The participants spent
at least 30 minutes evaluating this device and could test it as long as they wanted. Afterwards, the
examiner asked 24 questions in a structured interview. Most questions asked for a ranking on a
10-point Likert scale, 1 being the most negative, 10 the most positive ranking; giving no answers
was allowed. These are summarized in Tables 2–4.
The participants were seated in front of the relief so that they could comfortably reach the
whole relief. The introduction was kept minimal, stating the general idea of the IAG and pointed
out that an affordable low-cost depth camera was used. Participants were shown where the relief
and camera were located so that nobody accidentally crashed into it. No interface was initially
described as we wanted to test whether the introductory text (see Figure 6) was sufficient to use
the device. One examiner was always present, observing the interaction, and prepared to answer
questions or help with the interface if there were obvious problems.
4.1

General Impression

We got very good feedback for the system in general (see Table 2). On the question regarding
whether the IAG helped in gaining a better understanding of the painting, all gave a rating above
8, with an average of 9.5. Several people spontaneously praised the system, calling it “super”,
“perfect,”, “cool,”, “I am in love with it,”, “It has to go into the museum, for eternity,” and “finally I
have a mental picture of ‘The Kiss.’” They liked the direct interaction with the finger, the intuitive
interface, its simplicity, and the combination of 3D touch and simultaneous audio, the in-depth
descriptions, and that the texts are “pleasantly short.” Some felt that the independence from a
human guide gives them the freedom to explore it without pressure, as long and as detailed as
they wanted. One person “felt guided” during the exploration, probably caused by descriptions
that cross-reference nearby regions, guiding the person from one region to the next. Another put
a thought into the future and liked the fact that the object to be observed could be exchanged below
the camera, and began to sketch scenarios in which he could choose between different reliefs and
put them under the camera in a kiosk in the museum or at home.
Negative feedback was rare. One person with low vision questioned the necessity of such a
system, concluding that it probably depends on the complexity of the relief. In general, it seemed
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that totally and legally blind people appreciated the system most, as people with low vision are not
that dependent on touch and audio. One person wished to have a description about the painting
first, but did not follow the suggestion in the introduction to first listen to the general text about
the painting. When asked how good they were getting along with the system, all but one ranked
it above 7, two gave it a 9, and five a full 10. One person ranking 7 noted: “the functions are clear
but it did not always work.”
4.2

Interface

Since the system is designed as a kiosk in a museum, an introductory text (see Figure 6) should be
sufficient to use the interface. Indeed, nine people rated the understandability of the introduction
above 9. Participants giving lower ranks stated that they did not pay full attention, that the text
was too fast or too long, or that they simply did not memorize everything. Some wished for a
possibility to repeat the introduction or to include an interactive tutorial session.
Four participants immediately mastered the interface and could reproduce all gestures without
any intervention from the examiner. Others needed tips (e.g., “Please also hide your thumb under
the hand.”) or slight manual corrections of their hands: If they allowed it, the examiner carefully
moved the hand and fingers until the gesture was correct and asked the participant to repeat the
gesture holding the hand like that.
After a short familiarization phase, nearly all could perform the gestures on their own. When
asking how easy it was to perform the gestures, eight participants rated 9 or higher. Comments
included that it is “as simple as possible,” “as good as it gets,” and “even funny to silence it with
the fist.”
Especially significant was the confirmation of our design goal, to only have the system play
audio when it is explicitly requested by the user. Ten participants gave a ranking of 10, stating that
it is very important to concentrate on the tactile exploration every now and then without being
disturbed by constant audio information.
4.2.1 Off-Object Gestures. Off-object gestures worked for most people as they got audio feedback about the number of detected fingers when reaching the desired height, allowing instant
corrections. Problems were mostly caused by the hand not positioned at the required minimum
height (see Figure 5(k)) or the camera not detecting all fingers for the chapter selection. Either the
hand was partly outside the camera (see Figure 5(l)), or was not held fully frontal to the camera
(see Figure 5(j)). Some people frequently lifted their hands up from the relief and accidentally triggered off-object commands. This mainly occurred with people with low vision and while talking
to the examiner.
Participants encountering such problems suggested using hardware buttons, voice-commands,
or knocking signals instead of the gestures. Some also expressed the desire for additional playback
commands, such as pause, back/repeat, or the change of reading speed. Others disliked the idea of
browsing the text headlines with the finger gestures and requested a table of content function.
4.2.2 On-Object Gestures. The pointing gesture worked for most people, at least after some
training. A common problem was that sometimes more than one finger was detected when the
fist was not fully closed. Mostly, the thumb was still extended as the testers did not think of it as
part of the fist (see Figure 5(h)). Some participants mentioned that the gesture is uncomfortable
or feels unnatural and expressed their wish to relax the gesture and to allow more fingers being
extended, at least the thumb. It remains unclear regarding how to best select the interacting fingers
in such alternative gestures. We theorize that performing a kind of double-tap with the specific
finger might be better.
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Another source of error and probably also the main source of the discomfort is the current
requirement to perform it in a very flat way, required by the silhouette-based hand detector.
Especially elderly people from the first evaluation session had problems performing the required
flat pointing gesture (see Figure 5(i)), as their hands were already less flexible or they had medical
conditions, such as arthritis. Some participants thought that the pointing gesture was more
like pressing a button and held the finger steep down, making it difficult to detect. This gets
more severe at the top of the relief: as the camera is mounted over the center of the relief, the
observation angle gets steeper to the top edge and even with a flat hand position, the fingertip
detection gets less reliable. A possible solution would be a different camera placement, observing
the hands from a lower perspective. However, this might have negative implications on the
localization. A combination of multiple cameras might be able to solve this in the future.
Another limitation of the current setup occurs near the left, right, and lower edges. We placed
the scanner as low as possible to maximize the effective resolution, with only a few centimeters
around the relief still captured by the scanner. When the finger touches a feature near an edge,
the hand typically protrudes beyond the relief and outside the scanning region, hindering proper
hand detection. A future setup with possible higher-resolution scanners should keep ample space
around the relief.
The hierarchical exploration was not specifically tested but seemed to work for most users.
People seeking detail listened to the top-level description and explored further without noticing
the transition. Others were either satisfied with the general description or did not fully listen to it.
In the future, an explicit level control may be investigated.
Last, localization accuracy has some room for improvement. The majority of testers rated the
question “How easy is it to trigger a desired comment?” with 8. There were no problems selecting
larger areas. However, most participants had problems selecting the smallest regions, such as the
hands of the figures, which are not much larger than the fingertip itself. This is probably caused by
the current algorithm, which requires 90% of the fingertip pixels to be over a single area. Although
it is possible to select all regions, especially for sighted users with visual feedback from the tracking
system, it is currently unknown how to make it easier at small regions as well as at borders between
two regions. The single point interaction of [8] may be advantageous here.
4.3 Content
Nearly all participants were satisfied with the presented content (see Table 3). High rankings confirm a good readability of the created relief. The average rating for the general impression was 9.2,
9.0 for getting the overall composition and 8.4 for getting the details of the painting. All but one
stated that the amount of detail was chosen right; one said it was too much. They liked the high
elevation, the three-dimensional plastic appearance, the size, the detailed textures, the smooth,
rounded parts, the recognizable body parts, and the faithfulness to the original painting. Some
wanted it slightly larger and higher or suggested detachable parts for easier recognition.
The material (DuPont Corian® ) was comfortable for most; only two people did not like it at all.
Four people mentioned that it would be nice to have a colored relief for people with low vision,
while others found it irrelevant as long as the original can be seen next to it.
People were highly satisfied by the texts (average rank, 9.3) and by the number of described
parts (average rank, 9.1). One very eager participant would have liked to know the number of
descriptions in advance in order to check to have not missed anything. Indeed, there is currently
no mechanism that reports the completeness of the exploration, as our system was designed as
an interactive experience that should give descriptions to the parts the user is most interested in.
Conversely, such a mechanism could put unwanted pressure on the users regarding whether they
are capable of finding all hidden spots. The positive self-reported ranking shows that they found
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Table 3. Results of Study 1: Questions Concerning the Content, i.e., Relief and Audio
Description of “The Kiss”

Table 4. Results of Study 1: Questions Concerning the Application of this Technology

enough information for whatever amount of parts they were looking for. Still, we will think about
how we could include an optional hint system that guides explorers to parts they have not yet
discovered.
On the question of whether they were missing descriptions, four mentioned a better description
of color and texture, possibly not only for the area but more specifically at the location of the
fingertip. This was especially apparent at the comparatively large area of the male figure’s coat,
for which several people expected more descriptions than just a single text covering the whole area.
4.4

Acceptance and Field of Application

A final set of questions concerned the acceptance and possible fields of applications. All test users
found the presented technology to be meaningful in a museum setting, with an average ranking of
9.5 (see Table 4). However, not all would rather go to a museum if it was offering an IAG (average
ranking, 8.2), as they would go to the museums in any case. Even less would consider it for home
use (average ranking, 7.2) as they would not have space and time to use it. However, after telling
them that the technology is very low-cost, possibly included in many future devices and that it
could be extended to any objects, not just reliefs, six would buy it without hesitation and another
four ranked it 8 to 9. They would like to use it for the annotation of plans; for object detection
(“which bottle was the good wine?”); for photo exploration, geography, and education; and would
like to see it also in schools or other educative institutions (e.g., at the zoo).
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5 EVALUATION: STUDY 2
In order to expand on the findings presented at the ASSETS’16 conference [42], we instigated a
second study with a broader range of participants across the access needs spectrum so that the
wider application of the IAG could be tested. This study was conducted in London, UK, with a
participant-led research method17 over two testing sessions so that feedback from the first session could be immediately acted upon and the changes tested in the second. The participant-led
method provided a greater depth of feedback as well as a more critical approach, which benefited
our analysis. We also asked participants to identify their access needs rather than their type of
disability, which provided the opportunity for a complimentary overlapping but differently orientated dataset to compare against the first study. The different group, spread of participants,
research method, and approach resulted in significant progress both in the technical innovation
of the IAG and analysis of its wider applicability.
The second study was conducted within the London Exploration Group of the ARCHES
project.18 The aim of the project is to develop online resources, software applications, and multisensory technologies to enable access to Cultural Heritage Sites within and beyond the project.
The key aspect of the research is the participatory method, which was also used in this study. We
started with an informal 5-hour session with 25 people across a wide range of sensory, learning,
and cognitive impairments. After this first feedback, we implemented a structured evaluation that
took place over the course of 2 days with 14 people (10 female, 4 male, aged 18–75 years, average
age 45 years; see Table 5).19
The approach taken in this study was based on the concept that people cannot be neatly allocated into disability categories: they instead have access needs that may relate to one or more
categories of disability or impairment. For example, a participant who would be typically classified
as visually impaired may prefer the sort of one-to-one support typically associated with those who
have learning difficulties. Likewise, visual impairment often accompanies learning difficulties and
vice versa [34]. Asking participants about their preferred access needs and not their disability not
only enables catering to those needs but also furthers the creation of a universal tool that can be
enjoyed by everyone regardless of category or need.
The key needs that emerged from the participants in this second study were one-to-one support
(7); audio description (4); captioning (3); simplified information (3); tactile books (3); Braille (1); and
British Sign Language (1). See Figure 9 for further details. Though only one participant in each case
required Braille and BSL, these were the main way in which they processed information and their
preferred medium. Most participants were interested in museums, 7 going at least twice a year
and 3 at least once a year. However, 4 rarely went to museums, if at all (see Table 5).
The same basic testing and evaluation method was used as in the first study, with one relief
being tested. However, an important difference was the use of a participant-led research method.
Based on the findings of the first study and taking into account the diversified nature of the second
testing group, the questionnaire was expanded and improved. A total of 34 questions were asked,
again most being on a 10-point Likert scale, 1 being the most negative, 10 the most positive ranking.
These are summarized in Tables 5–7.
17 Participatory research allows volunteers to be an active part in the process and have ownership of it [3, 53]. This is a
vital aspect of the ARCHES (Accessible Resources for Cultural Heritage EcoSystems) project and we have adapted it for
this study as well.
18 ARCHES is a 3-year Horizon 2020–funded project that involves partners in heritage and technology across Europe. See
http://arches-project.eu.
19 Some of the responses include only 13 answers rather than 14. This was owing to the constraints within the participant-led
mixed group (e.g., the need of a BSL interpreter having to leave earlier).
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Table 5. Results of Study 2: Demographic Data

Fig. 9. Results of Study 2: “Please indicate your access needs (You may tick more than one).” 13 responses.

In response to participant feedback in the first testing sessions, several additions and improvements had been made to the IAG: a training mode (see Section 3.4.6), additional sound cues
(see Section 3.4.4), additional visual cues and text captioning of audio descriptive content (see
Section 3.4.5). These were then tested in the second session. The hierarchical exploration mode
(see Section 3.4.2) was not used, and users had direct access to the detail areas of the figures. The
introduction text was also not used, as this was replaced by one-on-one training in the training
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mode. Each participant spent about 2 to 5 minutes getting accustomed to the IAG in training mode,
then about 6 to 12 minutes exploring.
5.1

General Impression

In general, the response was positive: it was “fun,” the multimodal approach “made the information
easier to process,” and participants felt they “connected” to the painting and got to “explore it more
deeply.” Several people said that they liked having the background information about the painting,
as this helped put it in context. The tactile element helped them pick out details that they would
otherwise have missed. Participants particularly responded to the detail in the base and clothing
where the shapes were very distinct and intricate. However, it took time and focused support
for the participants to understand the process of navigating the IAG. After the first session, one
participant requested a clear training mode. The training mode that was created was well received
but it only allowed participants to explore the gestures—it did not give them the step-by-step
guide that was needed. Also, it became clear that audio or descriptive instructions do not work for
everyone: “With learning disabled people you can’t just tell them what to do, you need to show
them what to do.” This comment from a support assistant shows that there is a need to create a
more social training mode, with videos and images. In particular, people with learning difficulties
took more time understanding the process. They had not used tactile elements previously and were
therefore not used to it.
Overall, it seemed that those with the most severe level of visual impairment appreciated the system most, as people with sight do not have equivalent dependence on touch and audio. Of course,
it is important to note that those with visual impairments are often more used to using touch as a
means of learning and orientation; thus, this is not necessarily a direct or fair comparison. Some
participants found it easier than others to get used to navigating by touch and audio.
5.2 Interface
As before, the system was designed to more closely resemble a kiosk in a museum; therefore, an
introductory text should be sufficient for use. Our original intention was to use kiosk mode, with
initial mandatory instructions as used in the first study. However, after the first session, it was clear
that participants needed (and were given) one-to-one support. They consistently indicated that a
training mode, taking them through the gestures, would be helpful. As a result, a training mode
was created for the second session (see Section 3.4.6). This training mode allowed the instructor
to layer the information necessary to use the IAG. The addition of this mode made a significant
difference, especially to the accuracy of the participants’ gestures and how quickly they were able
to pick them up. However, though they appreciated this addition, most indicated that instructions
accompanied by a video would give them the best chance of navigating the system in true kiosk
mode. Further developments to this end and testing in a museum environment are required before
the IAG can truly work in kiosk mode.
Having received one-to-one support and testing the setup, nine people rated the question “How
did you find using the IAG?” above 8, with all but three giving it a ranking of 7 and above (Table 6, Question 1). Participants were giving feedback such as that the IAG “allowed me to precisely
connect what I was feeling to the description of the painting” and that “the description provides
extra detail that is engaging and interesting.” Some liked it because they “could actually feel the
painting” (2×), they liked “the voice and liked exploring the portrait by touch whilst the voice told
you what you were feeling,” it “gives you an all round experience regardless of your access needs”
and it “Helps to explore the painting more deeply at an interactive level.” For others, it “took time
to adapt to it and getting used to the directions” but had a “very positive experience once up and
running.” One user found that there are “Not very good tactile markers to find your place,” and
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Table 6. Results of Study 2: Questions Concerning the Technology of the Interactive Audio Guide

another would like to see “more visual content especially an image of the picture to make a comparison.” Over half found the instructions easy to understand (ranking above 7) and all but three
gave a ranking of 6 and above for this (Table 6, Q2). Some found that the starting instructions
are “not clear enough” and that they needed “step-by-step instructions on how to use it.” Among
those that gave the lower rankings on both questions were people who had not listened to the
instructions as well as (and partly in combination with) having learning or cognitive impairments
that make retention of information more difficult. These participants needed and received one-toone support from the instructor and, in a museum setting, would frequently be accompanied by a
support assistant.
Half the participants mastered the interface through the training mode and could reproduce all
gestures without any intervention from the researcher. As with the previous study, others needed
guidance or slight manual corrections of their hands. Two participants had difficulties using the
gestures and indicated that they would prefer a “keyboard” or “button” alternative. A support assistant also pointed out that some disabled people might have additional conditions, such as Parkinson’s or arthritis. However, generally, when asked how easy it was to perform the gestures, nine
participants rated 7 or higher (Table 6, Q3). Comments included, “it’s really instinctive,” “cool!”
and “I like the fist!” The design goal, to only have the system play audio when it is explicitly requested by the user was again supported by the responses: 7 participants gave a ranking of 9 or
10, and all but two gave a ranking of 7 and above (Table 6, Q4). The repeated feedback was that
people wanted to explore the relief and the information at their own pace and not be bombarded
by constant audio information.
5.2.1 Off-Object Gestures. In the first session, the off-object gestures were the ones that participants struggled with most. Getting the correct height, keeping the hand flat and being able to
spread the fingers without distorting the hand shape were all common problems. Some conditions
affect the physiology of the hands – e.g., shorter, thicker fingers – which meant that the gestures
were harder to make for those participants and that it was harder for the algorithms to detect the
gestures. Those with the most visual impairment sometimes found it hard to know when they
were at the correct height, making the correct shape, and if their hand was flat, as they had no
visual or tactile cue for checking and correcting this.
Taking these difficulties into account, we created a training mode for the second session (see
Section 3.4.6), and added a fire-crackling sound to guide participants to the correct height to trigger
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the audio (see Section 3.4.4). This allowed participants to practice making the gestures and gave
audio feedback when these were performed correctly. This gave the participants a standard to refer
back to when they were navigating the IAG. Both additions significantly improved the overall experience and meant that less guidance and physical adjustments were needed from the instructor.
Participants with joint difficulties and smaller, thicker hand shapes pointed out how they would
prefer a button mechanism at the bottom of the relief and/or an alternative set of gestures that
worked on the movement of the fist rather than specific hand shapes (i.e., one shake for item 1,
two for item 2, etc.). One participant even had to support the gesture-making hand with her other
arm as she got easily tired of waiting until the camera read her hand gesture. These alternatives
would also be useful for those with learning or cognitive impairments, as there is not as much to
learn and does not require remembering as long a sequence of instructions.
5.2.2 On-Object Gestures. Using the pointing gesture with the index finger became easier for
the participants after clear instructions and corrections. The main issue was that participants did
not close the fist completely and left the thumb extended. The participants also struggled with
the correct angle. The tendency was to position the finger vertically, which was uncomfortable for
them. In addition, the participants tended to press on the relief harder rather than gliding over it. At
this current stage, the silhouette-based hand detector is too sensitive and will need improvement.
Participants relaxed after being reassured that they were doing the right gesture. A more social
element would give the participant the confidence needed to explore the relief.
Another limitation detected after the first session was that BVI participants were unsure where
individual sections or the relief itself stopped. As a result, we implemented a “rain sound” that is
triggered as the hand approaches a new section or boundary of the relief. This addition helped BVI
participants significantly but also some of those with cognitive and learning impairments.
One of the aspects that needs to be thought through further is the automatic necessity of the additional sound design (see Section 3.4.4). Participants with learning difficulties were calmly guided
through the process of testing and largely ignored the sounds, but for independent testing, these
sounds might become distressing. Being able to switch the function on and off should therefore
become an option for the user.
5.3 Content
When asked whether the IAG helped in gaining a sense of the whole painting, nine gave a rating
above 6 (Table 7, Q2). This increased to twelve participants when asking about the details of the
painting (Table 7, Q3). All but one of the participants felt that the level of detail was just right;
one participant wanted more detail as the individual was particularly interested in exploring the
painting at a deep level and was also highly competent at navigating the system (Table 7, Q7). The
physical replication of the details such as “the way that the different shapes represented the pattern
of the clothes” were particularly popular and received high praise from most of the participants,
with an average ranking of 6.7 (Table 7, Q1). There was an overall desire for color on the relief,
regardless of whether there was a copy adjacent to the station.
Overall, 11 of the 14 were happy with the amount of description (Table 7, Q4). One participant
went through the parts but did not listen to the descriptions, as the individual was short of time and
wanted to have tried each of the aspects before leaving. One of the challenges with the content
was (a) testing it on people with hearing loss and (b) testing it with participants with learning
difficulties. During the first session, we presented subtitles in a text editor in an ad-hoc attempt
to make it accessible for one participant with hearing loss, although in a very small font. For the
second session, proper subtitles were implemented (see Section 3.4.5). This enabled us to test the
IAG with D/deaf participants. People with learning difficulties used this as well as it helped them
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Table 7. Results of Study 2: Questions Concerning the Content, i.e., Relief and Audio Description
of “The Kiss” and the Application of This Technology

“focus” more on the content. Further comments from participants suggest that inverted colors
would ease the reading and “make the text pop out more.” This was a suggestion from a support
assistant with dyslexia and is also typically found with people who have a visual impairment.
Nevertheless, several participants still found the language difficult and too “academic” and “formal.” This further supports the abovementioned statistic that 23.1% of our participants (3 out of
14, Figure 9) have an access need of simplified information. Here, the differences in the level of education attained was noticeable in how accessible the participants found the information: broadly
speaking, the lower the level of education, the more difficult the participant found the information.
Overall, the language needs to be simplified but there may also be a case for providing a setting
in which you can choose your level of description with an option consciously aimed at those who
require simplified content. This could also include symbols and pictures to support the content,
which would be a valuable addition for those with cognitive and learning impairments. In contrast to the first study, this study was conducted in the United Kingdom and the language used
was English. One participant had severe difficulties understanding the speaker and translated text
“maybe it’s his heavy accent...I don’t know.”
Therefore, if this application is to be used beyond Austria, text creation and audio recordings
by native speakers would need to be considered.
The majority (71%, 10 out of 14; Table 7, Q8) said that they would enjoy an alternative, more
creative form of description, such as music, poetry, or storytelling. Only 3 participants did not like
or see the need for this. The most consistent suggestion was a storytelling approach that included
a first-person narrative. Such a narrative would also help those who need simplified language,
as they can find it easier to relate to narrative content rather than the purely factual. As one
participant said, it needs to be “more informal and creative rather than just giving the facts in
quite a scientific way. At the moment a bit robotic, make it a bit more human.” Having music as
part of the descriptive process was also popular “as it creates an atmosphere.” Finally, a strong case
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was made for having audio content related by BSL with a signer in a pop-up video: this is especially
important for those who have BSL as their first language. Ideally, content would be created in BSL
itself, in collaboration with a signer, rather than necessarily being a literal translation of the text.
This would increase the quality of the language for users.
5.4 Acceptance and Field of Application
All but 3 participants had never tried a similar technology before. This number is not necessarily surprising, as a participant said “I would have never tried it. I am used to the visual learning
and that’s it.” Compared to similar experiences, participants said: “Good because it is live but not
enough explanations compared to other reliefs, e.g., Living paintings20 ”; “Great improvement on
others”; “Very different experience (never done paintings).” A total of 62% stated that this technology would be very useful within the museum environment (8 out of 13 ranked this 10; Table 7,
Q5). Only one participant said that it would not be useful. It is interesting to note how these responses map onto the users’ experience of technology in general: all used a smartphone, all but
one used a tablet of some form, and 8 out of 14 had a laptop or MacBook (Table 5). Therefore, the
feedback on the IAG specifically and this sort of technology in museums generally was coming
from participants familiar with using technology in everyday life. Thus, it is important not to assign unfamiliarity with technology in general as a significant factor, especially in analyzing the
more critical comments or noted problems in navigating the IAG. In the future, more time and a
clearer, layered and social tutorial should be offered to them and would support a confident and
competent use of the IAG.
Six participants said that they would strongly (10 points on the Likert scale) rather go to a
museum if this would be available to them, three who rated 8 and three who remained rather
neutral between 6 and 5 (Table 7, Q6). Though half the participants visit museums at least once a
month, we had 2 who visited museums less than once a year and 2 who indicated they would never
visit a museum. It is also important to note the conditions under which participants visit museums:
the half who visit infrequently are much less likely to go outside of a project or organized trip and
require support in physically getting to the museum as well as one-to-one support once on site
(Table 5). This highlights that even with high-tech solutions to accessibility, such as the IAG, there
remains a social element that is vital, especially for those who have the greatest access needs.
However, it still remains the case that innovations such as the IAG open up new potential for
these participants in seeing museums as relevant for and accessible to them. We just need to make
sure the social support is also in place.
Several participants particularly raised how good this system would be for children and in a
school or education setting – they were keen for this aspect to be developed. Given the bulky and
heavy nature of the IAG, especially with the HP Sprout, a more portable version may need to be
developed if this is to be practical, unless such devices are already available there.
5.5 Important Qualifications to the Data
People with learning and cognitive impairments are often keen to please and to give the “right”
answer in a question situation as well as not wanting to show that they do not know or understand. For example, one participant had answered the age category in the questionnaire but this
was corrected by the person’s support worker as, in reality, the participant did not know or could
not remember the age but did not want to admit this. Therefore, without careful analysis, the
data can be unreliable and misleading. To offset this and avoid any potential skewing, we have
complemented the answers given by these participants with the data and observations of the
20 Living

paintings is a charity that provides touch to see books for BVI people; see http://www.livingpaintings.org.
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examiners and the participants’ support assistants. We can therefore have greater confidence that
the data used is accurate and a fair representation of participants’ experiences of the IAG.
It is common for disabled people in general, and among our participants specifically, that people
do not fit solely in one category, such as BVI or Hard of Hearing (HoH) – they have intersectional
impairments and needs, often the combination of a sensory impairment and learning/cognitive
impairment. Therefore, it is important that this is taken into account when reading the raw data
and drawing conclusions on the use of the IAG for specific groups. We have taken care to build
this intersectionality into our analysis of the data and our conclusions.
6

FUTURE WORK

As the access needs indicate, if we wish to expand on the usability of the device, changes will have
to be considered: we will critically review the selected gestures and the interface design with the
different groups. Currently, the HP Sprout provides an all-in-one solution that is readily available
and can be used directly. The algorithms are lightweight and may even run on embedded systems,
such as the ORBBEC Persee21 , the first depth camera with an integrated computer. Although the
system remained stable during several consecutive days without restart, accumulated sensor drift
made it less reliable. A future implementation might overcome this limitation by performing a
background calibration right before a new user is detected. The new setup, using the HP Sprout
together with changes in the algorithms, already has improved gesture detection, and the addition
of audio cues give additional feedback to help in forming the correct gestures.
For further improvements, we will investigate other finger-tracking solutions, the inclusion of
the RGB sensor, alternative sensor placement, or multiple sensor setups to better observe the fingertip, especially near the top edge of the working space, and to relax the need for flat finger
gestures that still cause a problem for some, even through the improvements of the new setup.
Likewise, we will consider alternative input possibilities: different gestures, touchscreen input, HP
Sprout’s included touch mat, voice commands, or more traditional usage of buttons or a keyboard
at the bottom. Thanks to the participative research methodology, the final user interface can be
designed in a user-elicited process, possibly with the help of a Wizard of Oz study. Based on the
feedback on the content, we will have to edit the text and consider more creative outputs.
Apart from these considerations, a comprehensible tutorial mode seems to be missed by most
participants in the second study. This has to be investigated further, as well as the possibility to
quickly set individual options and preferences for people with different access needs, maybe in the
form of a QR coded badge that is shown to the camera first.
Further, we plan to investigate new interaction possibilities: these include multiple information
layers, multifinger gestures, educative games, sonification of color, and an extension to exchangeable 3D objects with arbitrary and dynamic placement.
Since the inclusion of the much broader target audience of people with differences and difficulties associated with perception, memory, cognition, and communication, we are just beginning to
understand the additional and sometimes contradictory demands on the system. Together with the
extended capabilities of the new setup, especially the projector and additional touchscreen, this
opens up lots of possibilities for future research and development.
6.1

Multisensory Experience

The IAG has the potential to further enrich the experience for non-BVI users. Therefore, we included another set of questions in Evaluation Study 2 regarding different ideas to further enrich
multisensory experiences. Five participants (36%) think that a projection would very much add to
21 Orbbec

3D’s website is at https://orbbec3d.com/.
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Table 8. Results of Study 2: Questions Concerning Multisensory Experience

the value of the relief (i.e., ranked 10; Table 8, Q2). When asking participants about possible projections onto the relief, 13 participants indicated that they wanted the original painting; 4 wanted a
more simplified version; 3 wanted high contrast; and 3 asked for an animated version of the painting (Table 8, Q3). None of the participants said that they would rather have it blank. For future
applications, these results will have to be taken into consideration and implemented, especially if
aiming to widen the application beyond BVI users.
When asked about a haptic response (such as vibration), 6 (43%) indicated that they would like
to have it (Table 8, Q4). Vibration could help participants with orientation but also help those
who have both hearing and vision loss: such intersectional needs are currently rarely addressed
and providing this would set the IAG apart. Participants who currently use technology such as
smartphones (particularly those who use the accessibility features for low vision and hearing loss)
were already familiar with this technology and keen to see it used in this context.
Regarding how suitable the users from the participatory research group found the material on
a scale from 1 to 10 (Table 8, Q1) and if they would prefer a different one, some participants indicated that they wanted something rougher and matte textured, such as clay. This was more
common to those with visual impairment but also was mentioned by other participants. Another
indicated wanting the material to be chosen according to the artwork, for example, rougher material replicating brushstrokes for Van Gogh and smooth, shiny materials in the case of “The Kiss”
to represent the gold and metallic elements. This feedback indicates a preference for the creation
of a “collage” tactile effect and almost a move to the relief itself becoming an artistic object in its
own right. This is an interesting avenue to consider.
The majority of participants (11, 79%, yes and maybe) were interested in sonifying the relief –
representing colors and materials through sound (Table 8, Q5). Six (43%) definitely wanted this
feature added and were excited by the idea – “it would be the final piece of the puzzle, making it
a complete experience.” Such a development has the potential to enable participants to relate to
paintings based on personal experience. Even participants with complete sight loss are likely to
have had some sight at some stage in their life and therefore have some memory and knowledge
of color [35]. For those who have been blind since birth, colors can be translated into temperatures
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(blue equaling cold, red as hot, etc.); thus, this feature has a wide applicability. Again, this might
be introduced as an on/off switch option to give the user more control of the experience.
Eight participants indicated that they would like to test a 3D model compared to a 2.5D model
(Table 8, Q6). Three participants with learning disabilities had difficulties exploring the faces of the
depicted figures and identifying their gender. By exploring it from every angle, this might solve
the issue. Even though the production of such a model is rarer and more costly, depending on
the nature of the artwork, this might be preferable. However, the use of the IAG would have to
be reconsidered and the system redesigned to full 3D model tracking so that these can be freely
turned and have accessible touch-sensitive parts all around.
6.2 Generalization to Other Works of Art
The formal evaluation of this work was based on a single tactile relief, but we are confident that
it generalizes to all kinds of tactile, and even nontactile, objects. From a technical point, gesture
detection works on any surface as long as it can be scanned by the depth sensor. During development, we tested it with several reliefs. It also works with plain surfaces, such as a piece of paper.
However, for plain objects easier touch input devices exist, for example, the touch mat already
integrated in the HP Sprout workstation.
While this work focused on 2.5D tactile reliefs of paintings, the techniques should generalize
to any 2D, 2.5D, and 3D object. For flat objects only, our relief calibration algorithm has to be
exchanged with a state-of-the-art planar object tracker (e.g., [30]). For 3D objects, a faster tracking
algorithm needs to be used, as the user might want to rotate the object during exploration, and
possibly a better hand detection algorithm is needed.
Contentwise, it should generalize as well. Throughout the world, a lot of paintings have already
been converted to tactile relief, including our own work;22 this demonstrates that tactile reliefs can
be made from a wide variety of images. Clearly, some paintings are more difficult to convey and to
understand than others, and complicated or very large scenes need to be simplified or concentrated
on a few close-ups. But with the additional aid of the IAG, we believe that this technology is suitable
for a wide variety of artwork. The limits are only in the size of the areas that still can be reliably
touched, which can be handled by carefully authoring the interactive content.
7 CONCLUSION
We presented a gesture-controlled interactive audio and text guide that allows access to locationspecific content, triggered directly with the fingertips on relief surfaces, and demonstrated its realworld usability. In contrast to our first setup, the HP Sprout platform offers a commercially available and museum-ready option that minimizes setup time and has a nice look and feel, although
sensor placement is not optimal and the effective workspace and accuracy might suffer a bit. It
is interesting that the purely silhouette-based hand-detection algorithm performs really well in a
real-world situation, at least when the set of gestures is carefully selected. After a thorough refinement process, we arrived at a good selection of gestures that are both convenient for most users
and technically feasible.
Furthermore, we showed that through a more diverse user group and the use of a participant-led
method of testing, the development of new technologies aimed at better accessibility is not only
more inclusive, but also more efficient.
The majority of the 27 test users of the two formal evaluation sessions found it useful and worth
further development. It seemed to be especially interesting for fully blind people, who want to access the paintings in detail and to do this autonomously. The quantitative rankings are consistently
22 “The

Kiss” was our seventh relief of paintings; four others have been documented in [43]. We worked on reliefs from
stereoscopic photographs [33] and from 3D objects [44].
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lower in the second study and are spread more widely between high and low. This is no surprise,
as the IAG was primarily created for BVI people and we only just began to include features for a
wider audience. We also have the impression that the system is less suitable for people who rate
quantity over quality, i.e., who want to experience as many art pieces as possible, for whom a
short description of the content is already sufficient. These people seemed too impatient during
the sessions. With over 11 minutes of audio and 20 different locations to discover, our interactive
installation goes clearly in the other direction: “less pieces, more detail,” a quote we heard from
participants who have been blind for a long time.
The main findings from our two studies are the key importance of the multisensory nature of
the task; the ability to personalize systems for specific needs, e.g., sign language, captions, color,
simplified language; and the limitations of needing precise gestures to control the IAG, especially
for those with mobility issues. Especially the second user study highlighted the need for a simple
and socially engaging tutorial to teach users how to use the system. While this finding may perhaps
be obvious in hindsight, it is a very useful reminder of the importance of compelling training
techniques for new access technologies.
Beyond the visually impaired participants, participants with different access needs said that the
tactile element “explains the painting by getting people involved and helps them understand more.
We all want to touch things!,” “It helps with low attention span – taps into curiosity,” and “It gives
me a deeper understanding of the piece.”
The developed prototypes are targeted at a museum setting, but the low-cost sensor hardware
and the fact that these sensors will soon be integrated in laptop and mobile devices makes it very
attractive for home use or in educational institutions. Overall, the work provides an approach
that may not only reduce barriers to the accessibility of visual art for people with many different
disabilities but may provide an entirely new modality that helps all museum visitors appreciate
art in an exciting new way.
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